Two overnight stays in Mini Suite
Free gift: soft sleepers
Buffet breakfast in self catering
Ticket to the Alps museum of the Bard fortress
Deal for a couple, 2 days, 2018:
- Promo period: April - May - June - September - October € 169,00
- Mid season: January - March - July - September € 179,00
- High season: December - February - Agosto € 199,00
The shown prices are intended for couples and all the services listed in the offer are included.
With this special offer you get two days embraced by the nature and the chance to get to know the
magic of our local traditions. By visiting the Bard fortress you will discover all the secrets of
mountain life in the biggest museum dedicated to the Alps.
"The Museum of the Alps allows you to discover the Alps and get to know the mountain in an
interactive, multimedia and multidisciplinary journey.
An avant-garde museum space telling the story of a living, breathing mountain transformed in the
hands of mankind. Tradition and modern technology are fused together to take you on a voyage
into time and space where the sets are brought alive through visual projections, sounds and
interactive multimedia games. A process of discovery in which the visitor becomes the protagonist
like the leading character in an exciting novel and is called upon to use all the five senses, offering
an extremely enjoyable learning experience that plunges you deep into the alpine culture".
www.fortedibard.it
The Maison Dominique is a chalet from 1600, pleasantly immersed in the green, isolated and
exclusively reserved for those who want to run away from the daily chaos. We have created a
"slow" environment, to give value to time, intimacy, discretion and exclusivity. Six rooms, all
different one from each other. Every room has its own peculiarities and personality. Love and
passion is in every detail, here nothing is left to chance. Because staying at the Maison, feels like
home.

